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Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 1 string n kötél The package was tied up with string.
Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 1 temporary adj átmeneti During the holidays he got a temporary job in a 

supermarket. 
Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 1 (be) in progress phr folyamatban van When I arrived, the meeting was already in progress.

Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 prefix n előtag In the English lesson, I had to underline all the prefixes in 
the first paragraph.

Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 suffix n utótag Next, I had to circle all the suffixes in the second 
paragraph.

Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 phrasal verb n vonzatos ige For homework, I had to write out all the phrasal verbs in 
the passage.

Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 idiom n kifejezés Three sheets to the wind' is an idiom meaning 'drunk'.
Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 give someone a hand phr segít valakinek The steward gave me a hand to put my bag in the 

overhead locker.
Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 grow up phr v felnő What do you want to be when you grow up?
Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 give up phr v felad Darren has decided to give up football at the end of this 

season.
Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 overcook v túlfőz She overcooked the meat and had to throw it away.
Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 poem n vers Daffodils' is a famous poem by Wordsworth.
Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 2 learn something by heart phr megtanul valamit 

kívülről
You need to learn the parts of these verbs by heart.

Unit 1 Do you Know…? 4 3 sightseeing n városnézés In the afternoon, we went sightseeing.
Unit 1: Lead-in 5 2 acquaintance n ismerős, 

ismeretség
She was only a casual acquaintance - we didn't know her 
very well.

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 2 colleague n kolléga, 
munkatárs

I went out for a drink with my colleagues at the bank

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 2 stranger n idegen Don't get into a car with a stranger.
Unit 1: Lead-in 5 2 ex-girlfriend n volt barátnő My ex-girlfriend is now going out with my best friend!
Unit 1: Lead-in 5 2 stepmother n mostohaanya She's my stepmother – my father married again after my 

mother died.
Unit 1: Lead-in 5 2 father-in-law n após As a wedding gift, my father-in-law paid for our honeymoon 

in the Maldives.
Unit 1: Lead-in 5 2 friend of a friend egy barát barátja Jack said he bought the car from a friend of a friend.

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 3 keep in touch kapcsolatot tart She promised to keep in touch with the family by e-mail 
during her year abroad.

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 3 sense of humour n humorérzék He has a great sense of humour and can always make me 
laugh.

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 3 have a lot in common sok közös 
tulajdonsággal 
bírnak

My best friend and I have a lot in common and we like a lot 
of the same things.

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 3 lose touch megszakít 
kapcsolatot

When he moved to Canada, Zak didn't lose touch with 
Suzie – he wrote to her every week.

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 3 get to know someone megismer valakit Her shyness makes it difficult for her to get to know 
someone well.

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 3 enjoy someone’s company élvezi valakinek 
a társaságát

She's a lovely girl and I really enjoy her company.

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 3 fall out (with someone) phr v összeveszik 
valakivel

Zadie fell out with Mike when she discovered he'd been 
telling her lies.

Unit 1: Lead-in 5 3 get on (well) (with someone) phr v jól kijön 
valakivel

My parents are divorced but they're still friendly and get on 
really well.

1,1 6 2 (be) fluent in something phr folyékony 
valamiben

I'd like to be fluent in Spanish as I love going to Spain for 
my holidays.

1,1 7 8 average adj átlagos The average cost of making a movie has risen by 15%.
1,1 7 8 divorce n válás She wants to get a divorce from her husband and marry 

John.
1,1 7 8 on average phr átlagosan On average, we go to the movies about twice a month.
1,1 7 8 leisure n szabadidő, 

pihenő
She's rich enough to lead a life of leisure.

1,1 7 8 weight n súly Your weight is about right for your height and age.
1,1 8 8 consider oneself v refl tekint, tart Men consider themselves better drivers than women.
1,1 8 8 above average phr átlag feletti Maths is his weakest subject, but in the test his marks 

were above average.
1,1 8 8 abstract ideas phr elvont ötletek They loved discussing abstract ideas like 'happiness' and 

'duty'.
1,1 8 11 make generalisations phr általánosít Avoid making generalisations like 'Men never ask for 

directions'. 
1,1 8 11 tendencies n hajlam She'd always had artistic tendencies, and wanted to paint 

portraits.
1,2 9 4 poetry n költészet I wrote some very bad poetry when I was a young boy.
1,2 9 4 compose (music) v zenét szerez Lennon and McCartney composed most of the Beatles 

songs.
1,2 9 5 collocation n szókapcsolat Commit a crime' is a common collocation in English.
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1,2 9 5 forward a message üzenetet továbbít I forwarded your message to the other members of the 
committee.

1,2 9 5 access the Internet hozzáfér az 
internethez

Zara had difficulty accessing the internet as she couldn't 
get a connection.

1,2 9 5 download a file letölt egy 
mappát, file-t

When I changed to broadband it only took seconds to 
download a file.

1,2 9 5 delete a file letöröl egy 
mappát, file-t

It took me three hours to key in my essay and then I 
deleted the file by accident! 

1,2 10 6 executive n igazgató, vezető Al was a sales executive for a well-known supermarket 
chain.

1,2 10 6 social trend n társadalmi 
irányzat

The internet is causing new social trends, like chat rooms 
and blogs.

1,2 10 6 spread v terjed Fire spread quickly through the building.
1,2 10 6 continent n földrész We went to Africa last year and we've now visited every 

continent in the world!
1,2 10 6 pen pal n levelező társ Ben used to write to his pen pal every month but now he e-

mails him every day.
1,2 10 6 hypothesis n feltevés One hypothesis is that the victim fell asleep while driving.

1,2 10 6 sociologist n szociológus Sociologists think that people make friends more easily on 
the internet than in person.

1,2 10 6 potential n lehetőség There is still considerable potential for development.
1,2 10 6 huge adj hatalmas Your room's huge compared to mine.
1,2 10 6 social adj társadalmi In class we discussed social issues such as 

unemployment and homelessness.
1,2 10 6 network n hálózat Eurostar is part of the high-speed European rail network

1,2 10 6 consultant n tanácsadó, 
szakértő

James is now a marketing consultant with several 
important clients.

1,2 10 6 connection n kapcsolat There is no doubt about the connection between smoking 
and cancer – smoking kills.

1,2 10 6 apparent adj nyilvánvaló It soon became apparent that he hadn't read the report.
1,2 10 6 religion n vallás Islam and Christianity are two very different religions.
1,2 10 6 flat n lakás Jake bought a two-bedroom flat in London.
1,2 10 6 be on a (web) site phr fent van a web 

oldalon
Lisa was on the eBay website every night last week.

1,2 10 6 separation n szakítás, 
különélés

They're having a short period of separation while they 
decide whether to divorce.

1,2 10 6 step n lépés He took a few steps, then stopped and turned around.
1,2 11 10 (computer) manual n (számítógépes) 

leírás, kézikönyv
Is there a manual with this new piece of software?

1,2 11 13 Engineering n mérnöki, 
műszaki

The award was presented by Hydro UK in association with 
the Department of Engineering.

1,2 11 13 Chemistry n kémia Julio studied Chemistry and Physics at university. 
1,2 11 13 leaning adj hajló Some of the trees were leaning over or blown down after 

the storm.
1,3 13 3 manufacturing n gyártás There's not much left of the car manufacturing industry in 

this country.
1,3 13 3 century n évszázad The original church was built in the 13th century
1,3 13 3 supply v ellát The company supplies all its employees with a uniform.

1,3 13 3 spikes n szeg, tüske, 
pecek

One of the spikes on the bottom of my golf shoes has 
fallen out.

1,3 13 3 argue v vitatkozik We could hear the neighbours arguing.
1,3 13 3 suggest v javasol My doctor suggested that I take a week off work.
1,3 13 3 argument n vita The drivers had an argument about who was responsible 

for the accident.
1,3 13 3 nickname n becenév His nickname was 'Curly' because of his hair.
1,3 13 3 found (a company) v alapít egy céget The publishing company was founded in 1928.
1,3 13 3 relocate v áthelyez, áttelepít My company relocated to the West Coast, and I decided to 

move with them.
1,3 13 3 split adj, v szakadt, elhasít, 

szétszakít
His pass split United's defence and led to the winning goal.

1,3 13 3 be in competition versenyben áll The twins were always in competition with each other.
1,3 13 3 market leader n piacvezető Which company is the UK market leader in sports shoes?

1,3 13 3 rival v rivalizál, verseng The college's facilities rival those of Yale or Harvard.

1,3 13 3 employee n alkalmazott The employees were very loyal to the company.
1,3 13 5 significance n jelentőség What is the significance of this new evidence?
1,3 14 9 trainers n tornacipő Kate always buys Reebok trainers.
1,3 14 12 alternative n alternatíva, 

választás
There are a number of cheaper alternatives that you can 
buy instead.
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Unit 1 Vocabulary 15 2 bring up phr v előhoz (témát) Why did you have to bring up the subject of money?
Unit 1 Vocabulary 15 2 tell (someone) off phr v leszid valakit She told the children off for kicking the ball into her 

garden.
Unit 1 Vocabulary 15 2 take after (someone) phr v hasonlít valakire Freya's very artistic, and takes after her dad.

Unit 1 Vocabulary 15 2 look after (someone) phr v vigyáz valakire My mum looked after me when I had measles.
Unit 1 Vocabulary 15 2 look up to (someone) phr v felnéz valakire He's always looked up to his older sister and often asks 

her for advice.
Unit 1 Vocabulary 15 2 carry on (doing something) phr v folytat valamit She carried on watching the TV while she was knitting.
Unit 1 Communication 16 1 first impression n első benyomás My first impression was of a shy, quiet girl but I was soon 

proved wrong!
Unit 1 Reference 17 permanent adj állandó I wanted a permanent job as a computer programmer
Unit 1 Review and Practice 18 1 shower n zuhany Are you in the shower? I need to use the bathroom.
Unit 1 Review and Practice 18 1 deliver (post) v kézbesít (levelet) The postman delivered the mail at around 10 o'clock.

Unit 1 Review and Practice 18 1 journal n folyóirat, 
hírnapló

He kept a journal with details of his ten years in Africa.

Unit 1 Review and Practice 18 4 project n kutatási feladat The scientists were working on a three-year research 
project.

Unit 1 Review and Practice 18 5 invent v feltalál Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone.
Unit 1 Review and Practice 18 5 psychology n pszichológia I don't understand the psychology of child killers.
Unit 1 Review and Practice 18 5 psychoanalyst n pszichoanalitikus The psychoanalyst asked him to describe his earliest 

memories.
Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 2 168 D1 band n zenekar He used to play in a band called 'Adventure'.
Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 2 168 D2 chess n sakk They meet fairly often to play chess.
Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 2 168 D2 beat (someone) v legyőz, megver Lila always beats me at tennis.
Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 2 168 D4 ruin(s) n romok I looked at the ruins of the abbey and tried to imagine what 

it looked like years ago. 
Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 2 168 D5 pick up (a language) phr v felszed (egy 

nyelvet)
James worked in Spain for three years and managed to 
pick up some of the language.

Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 5 168 Sp2 crash into (something) nekiütközik He crashed into the back of my car when I stopped at the 
traffic lights.

Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 5 168 Sp3 parcel n csomag The postman delivered a parcel last week.
Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 5 168 Sp3 receptionist n szállodai portás The hotel receptionist handed me the key to my room. 
Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 5 168 Sp5 delay v elhalaszt, 

késleltet
He agreed to delay the decision until next week.

Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 6 168 Sp1 influence n hatás The Queen has no political influence.
Unit 1 Tapescript: Recording 6 168 Sp1 respect (someone) v tisztel I've always respected Mr Rodrigues, he's the best Spanish 

teacher I've ever had.
Unit 2: Lead-in 19 1 headline n főcím The tsunami made front-page headlines around the world.

Unit 2: Lead-in 19 1 section n rész, szakasz Some sections of the motorway are very busy.
Unit 2: Lead-in 19 1 article n cikk Zeke wrote an article on his travels in Australia for the 

school magazine.
Unit 2: Lead-in 19 1 review n ismertetés The reviews of the play's opening night were very 

encouraging.
Unit 2: Lead-in 19 1 interview n interjú She had an interview for a teaching job.
Unit 2: Lead-in 19 1 celebrity n híresség Why are people called 'celebrities' just because they have 

appeared on TV?
Unit 2: Lead-in 19 1 online news n online hírek, 

hírek a 
világhálón

Will online news mean the end of daily newspapers?

2,1 20 2 reality TV show n valóság show I hope they make another series of ''Faking It' – it was my 
favourite reality TV show.

2,1 20 2 search engine n kereső motor The search engine I use most is Google.
2,1 20 2 vote v szavaz He voted for the Labour candidate.
2,1 20 2 rubbish n szemét I think there is far too much rubbish on TV these days. 
2,1 20 2 constant adj állandó There is a constant stream of programmes from morning 

till night.
2,1 20 2 flow n folyam, ömlés They tried to stop the flow of blood from his injured leg.
2,1 20 2 image n arculat The party is trying to improve its image.
2,1 20 2 screen n képernyő Dad prefers to watch football on the giant screen at the 

local pub.
2,1 20 2 broadcast v sugároz, közvetít The match will be broadcast live on Channel 5.

2,1 20 2 media tycoon n médiamágnás The Italian media tycoon dismissed his board of directors.

2,1 20 2 addict n függő Many parents are worried that their children are becoming 
TV addicts.

2,1 20 2 demonstration n tüntetés, 
felvonulás

There was an anti-war demonstration protesting against 
the government's actions.

2,1 21 5 bonus n külön juttatás, 
prémium

All the employees received a Christmas bonus.

2,1 21 5 injured adj sérült The injured passengers were taken to hospital.
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2,1 22 9 publicity n nyilvánosság They are hoping to avoid any bad publicity.
2,1 22 10 definitely adv feltétlenül, 

hogyne
Do you agree with what he says?' 'Definitely.'

2,1 22 10 it depends (on) attól függ Are you going to university?' 'It depends on the grades I 
get in my exams.'

2,2 23 2 equipment n felszerelés Paul bought some new computer equipment.
2,2 23 2 go 'on air' adásba kerül As soon as the TV show went 'on air', the protestors 

rushed in front of the cameras.
2,2 23 2 microphone n mikrofon She spoke confidently into the microphone.
2,2 23 2 producer n producer The producer controls what the viewer sees at any given 

time.
2,2 23 2 audience n közönség One member of the audience described the opera as 

boring.
2,2 23 2 contestant n versenyző The contestants in the quiz game were obviously enjoying 

themselves.
2,2 23 2 live performance n élő előadás The band are giving a live performance in the park tonight.

2,2 23 2 presenter n műsorvezető Jeremy Paxman is one of the presenters of BBC2's 
'Newsnight'. 

2,2 23 2 documentary n dokumentum 
film

They are making a documentary about volcanoes.

2,2 23 2 chat show n kibeszélő show Michael Parkinson is a well-known TV chat show host.
2,2 23 2 soap (opera) n szappan opera She started her career acting as a barmaid in a soap 

opera.
2,2 23 4 technical adj technikai, 

műszaki
The show was delayed due to technical problems.

2,2 23 4 nervous adj ideges Sam's very nervous about his driving test.
2,2 23 5 deal with phr v foglalkozik 

valamivel
The politicians had to deal with some very difficult 
questions.

2,2 23 5 out of order prep phr nem működik The coffee machine is out of order.
2,2 24 6 freeze v megfagy My screen has frozen and I can't get back into Word.
2,2 24 6 run out phr v kifogy valamiből I've got some money you can borrow if you run out.

2,2 24 8 scandal n botrány He was involved in a major financial scandal.
2,2 24 8 make a debut debütál, 

bemutatkozik
Shirley Temple made her debut in films at the age of three.

2,2 24 8 hit n siker The Harry Potter books were an immediate hit with the 
public .

2,2 24 8 cheat v csal He always cheats at cards.
2,2 24 8 reveal (the truth) v felfedi az 

igazságot
Magicians never reveal how they perform their tricks.

2,2 24 8 viewer n néző The series is watched by millions of viewers.
2,2 24 8 cough v köhög He was awake all night coughing and sneezing.
2,2 24 8 fine n büntetés Ned got a parking fine for parking his car outside his 

house!
2,2 24 8 (be) sentenced adj elítélt The burglar was sentenced to two years in prison.
2,2 25 11 win an award díjat nyer The young boy won an award for public speaking. 
2,2 25 12 novel n regény My son has all the Harry Potter novels.
2,2 25 12 perform v előad We performed 'Hamlet' last year.
2,2 25 12 exhibition n kiállítás There was an exhibition of historical photographs.
2,2 25 13 champion n bajnok The Wimbledon tennis champion lifted his trophy high in 

the air.
2,3 26 2 inherit v örököl He inherited £10,000 from his aunt.
2,3 26 2 deliver a baby gyereket szül The taxi driver had never delivered a baby before!
2,3 26 3A embarrassed adj zavarban van I felt embarrassed about how untidy the house was.
2,3 26 3B creature n élőlény We should respect all living creatures.
2,3 26 3B staff n személyzet Lisa's the only female member of staff in our office.
2,3 27 5 take a wrong turn rossz helyen 

kanyarodik be
The driver took a wrong turn off the roundabout and ended 
up on the motorway.

2,3 27 5 get lost elveszik The beach was crowded, and when the little girl wandered 
away she soon got lost.

2,3 27 5 move in with someone összeköltözik 
valakivel

Seth wanted to move in with his girlfriend but she liked 
having her own place.

2,3 27 5 cause damage kárt okoz The flood caused a lot of damage to the houses in the 
village.

2,3 27 5 return to the sea visszatér a 
tengerhez

With a lot of help, the stranded whale was returned to the 
sea. 

2,3 27 5 give first aid elsősegélyt nyújt The office manager has decided that someone should be 
trained to give first aid.

2,3 27 5 take a break pihen The painters decided to take a break and have a cup of 
tea.

2,3 27 text D vase n váza She arranged the flowers in a vase.
2,3 27 text D flood v eláraszt The river floods the valley every spring.
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2,3 27 text E immigrant n bevándorló Because he was an illegal immigrant he was sent back to 
his own country.

2,3 27 text E seagull n sirály Dan lay on the beach and watched the seagulls flying 
overhead.

2,3 27 text E turtle n teknősbéka In Hawaii, I saw a large green turtle swimming in the sea.

2,3 27 text E miracle n csoda It's a miracle that no one was hurt in the accident.
2,3 27 text F give birth szül After three days in labour, Janice finally gave birth to a 

healthy baby girl.
2,3 27 text F assist with v segédkezik 

valamiben
Your job will be to assist with the company's move to 
Bristol.

2,3 27 6 blow v fúj A cold wind was blowing hard across the beach.
2,3 27 6 catch v elkap Tom leapt up and caught the ball.
2,3 27 6 hurt v megbánt, 

megsért
Careful you don't hurt yourself with that knife.

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 1 go on strike sztrájkolni kezd The workers threatened to go on strike for more pay.
Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 1 make a profit nyereséget 

termelni
The bank made a profit of nine billion Euros last year.

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 1 commit suicide öngyilkosságot 
követ el

He was always a happy person, so I was shocked when I 
heard he'd committed suicide.

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 1 break a record rekordot dönt The runners broke the world record for the 400 metres 
relay.

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 1 break a promise megszegi az 
ígéretét

You said you'd definitely come, but you broke your 
promise!

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 2 gossip n pletyka She told me all the latest gossip about all our friends.
Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 2 current affairs n napi politika, 

folyó ügyek
I always watch the news on TV to keep up with current 
affairs.

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 3 radium n rádium The Curies are best known for discovering radium.
Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 3 ageing adj öregedő We have an ageing Labrador who thinks he's still a puppy.

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 3 guarantee v garantál, biztosít I guarantee you'll love this film.

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 3 everlasting adj szűnni nem akaró She was fed up with his everlasting complaints.

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 3 release n elengedés, 
eleresztés

Many people prayed for the release of the captives.

Unit 2 Vocabulary 29 4 come into phr v örököl valamit She'll come into quite a lot of money when her father dies.

Unit 2 Communication 30 2 jewellery n ékszer The burglars stole thousands of dollars worth of jewellery 
but were never caught.

Unit 2 Communication 30 2 charity n jótékonyság Princess Diana supported many charities.
Unit 2 Communication 30 2 freak adj őrült Her car was crushed by a tree in a freak accident.
Unit 2 Communication 30 2 (computer) virus n számítógépes 

vírus
The virus wiped all the information from my hard disk.

Unit 3: Lead-in 33 1 view n kilátás My room has a wonderful view over the lake.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 semi-detached adj ikerház Mum sold her semi-detached house in England and 

bought a flat in Spain.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 detached adj különálló ház We live in a detached four-bedroom house in the country.

Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 terraced (house) adj sorház Gran lives in a small terraced house. 
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 block of flats phr társas ház We decided to buy an apartment in a block of flats in the 

city centre.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 apartment n lakás His apartment is on the fifteenth floor of that new block 

near the station.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 cottage n vidéki ház It was a beautiful country cottage with a thatched roof and 

a huge garden.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 suburbs n külváros She lives in the northwest suburbs and comes into the city 

every day to work.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 residential adj lakossági, lakó- The murder happened in a quiet residential 

neighbourhood.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 outskirts n külváros, 

agglomeráció
They have an apartment on the outskirts of Geneva.

Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 attic n padlás Shani decided to convert the attic into a third bedroom.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 cellar n pince Roy was keen on wine and decided to turn the old coal 

cellar into a wine cellar.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 gate n kapu I ran back to close the gate so that the dog wouldn't get 

out.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 ceiling n plafon The decorator had painted the walls but had forgotten to 

paint the ceiling!
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 drive (of a house) n feljáró I park my car in the garage and my husband parks his car 

on the drive.
Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 hectic adj mozgalmas It had been a hectic day and I was glad to stop rushing 

around.
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Unit 3: Lead-in 33 2 spacious adj tágas The house had a spacious living room but the bedrooms 
were all very small.

3,1 34 2 property n birtok, ingatlan He owns a few properties that he rents out to students.
3,1 34 2 cathedral n katedrális St Paul's Cathedral is in the centre of London.
3,1 34 2 commercial adj kereskedelmi The film was a commercial success and she became very 

rich.
3,1 34 2 en-suite adj szoba 

fürdőszobával
I asked the hotel for a bedroom with an en-suite bathroom.

3,1 34 2 tube (train) n metró We can catch the tube out to the airport.
3,1 35 4 holiday of a lifetime phr életre szóló 

nyaralás
The brochure described the trip as 'the holiday of a 
lifetime'.

3,1 35 7 squash n squash Charlotte and Fleur meet once a week for a game of 
squash.

3,1 36 10 mess n rendetlenség The house was a complete mess – it took us a week to 
clean it up.

3,1 36 10 filthy adj piszkos, 
ápolatlan

Doesn't he ever wash that jacket? It's filthy.

3,1 36 10 sheet n ágynemű Have you changed the sheets on both the beds?
3,1 36 10 towel n törölköző She rubbed herself dry with a towel.
3,1 36 10 rude adj udvariatlan The boys were making rude remarks about their teacher.

3,1 36 10 refund n visszatérítés If you're not completely satisfied, we'll give you a refund.

3,2 37 1 homeward bound úton hazafelé I've had a great gap year, but now I'm glad to be 
homeward bound.

3,2 37 1 tour of one-night stands turné egyéjszakás 
megállókkal

The Arctic Monkeys were on a tour of one-night stands in 
America.

3,2 37 1 endless stream szűnni nem akaró 
folyam

There was an endless stream of chatter coming from the 
back of the coach.

3,2 37 1 long v vágyakozik I used to long for a baby sister.
3,2 37 1 pretend v tettet, színlel He's not really angry – he's just pretending.
3,2 37 1 shades of mediocrity középszerűség 

árnyéka
3,2 37 1 like emptiness in harmony költői kép a 

fásultság 
kifejezésére

3,2 37 1 comfort v vigasztal The boy's mother tried to comfort him after his father's 
accident.

3,2 37 4 unspoilt adj érintetlen It's an area of wild mountain scenery and unspoilt villages.

3,2 37 4 tiny adj apró As we drove through the mountains we passed lots of tiny 
farms.

3,2 37 4 dull adj unalmas It was a pretty dull party so we left early.
3,2 37 4 enormous adj hatalmas It cost an enormous amount of money.
3,2 37 4 touristy adj turisták által 

gyakran 
látogatott

Benidorm is too touristy for me – I prefer somewhere 
quieter.

3,2 37 4 picturesque adj festői We found a small hotel in a quiet fishing village with a 
picturesque harbour.

3,2 37 4 lively adj élettel teli There were lots of places to eat and the nightlife was quite 
lively.

3,2 37 4 historical adj történelmi We went on a tour of historical towns and cities like York 
and Winchester.

3,2 37 4 polluted adj szennyezett Mexico City is one of the most polluted cities in the world.

3,2 37 5 paradise n paradicsom, 
mennyország

Hawaii is a paradise for windsurfers and for snorkelling.

3,2 38 5 survey n közvélemény 
kutatás, felmérés

Our class did a survey on school dinners to see which was 
the favourite. 

3,2 38 5 conduct (a survey)? v elkészít, 
levezényel egy 
felmérést

We conducted a survey of people's eating habits.

3,2 38 5 criteria n kritéria, feltétel What are the criteria for selecting the winner?
3,2 38 5 provision n ellátás The government is trying to improve the provision of 

childcare facilities.
3,2 38 5 recreation n felfrissülés, 

pihenés, 
szórakozás

Children should get more outdoor recreation rather than 
sitting in front of TVs.

3,2 38 5 infrastructure n infrastruktúra, 
közlétesítmény 
hálózat

Some countries lack a suitable economic infrastructure.

3,2 38 5 unfair adj igazságtalan The other team had an unfair advantage.
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3,2 38 5 compare v összehasonlít We went to different shops to compare prices.
3,2 38 5 run (a city, company,etc.) v vezet (egy várost, 

céget, stb.)
Bill Gates runs Microsoft and he is the richest man in the 
world.

3,2 38 6 according to szerint, 
valamihez képest

According to our records, she hasn't paid her bill.

3,2 39 11 Customs (in an airport) n vám Helen was searched when she came through Customs at 
the airport.

3,2 39 11 speciality n specialitás, 
sajátosság

Fish is the speciality in most of the restaurants along the 
coast.

3,3 40 1 central heating n központi fűtés The plumber came to check the central heating boiler.
3,3 40 1 burglar alarm n riasztó I set off the burglar alarm when I broke the window.
3,3 40 1 alarm clock n ébresztő óra Ben always takes a small alarm clock with him when he's 

away from home.
3,3 40 4 fridge n hűtőszekrény There's more milk in the fridge.
3,3 40 4 consumer n fogyasztó Consumers are enjoying lower airfares than usual.
3,3 40 4 in terms of valamiben 

kifejezve, 
valamiben 
megadva

London jobs are better in terms of money but worse in 
terms of commuting.

3,3 41 8 cancel v eltöröl I had to cancel my trip to Rome because I was ill.
3,3 41 10 prediction n jóslat It's hard to make a prediction about who'll win the 

championship this year.
3,3 42 11 put s/o through phr v kapcsol, átjuttat I rang the shop and asked to be put through to the 

manager.
3,3 42 11 call s/o back phr v visszahív valakit His secretary said he would call me back later that 

afternoon.
3,3 42 11 take a message átvesz egy 

üzenetet
When I rang him, his wife answered and asked if she could 
take a message.

3,3 42 11 leave a message üzenetet hagy I left a message on him voicemail saying I'd meet him at 
eight.

Unit 3 Tapescript: Recording 1 169 1 swap n cserél It was the first time we had done a house swap, but the 
holiday was great!

Unit 3 Tapescript: Recording 1 169 1 I can't wait alig várom Although I've enjoyed the holiday, I can't wait to get home.

Unit 3 Tapescript: Recording 2 170 2 fan n ventilátor You can put the fan on if the room gets too hot.
Unit 3 Tapescript: Recording 2 170 2 mosquito n szúnyog I'm covered in mosquito bites!
Unit 3 Tapescript: Recording 2 170 2 get a suntan lebarnul All the boys wanted to do was lie on the beach and get a 

suntan.
Unit 3 Tapescript: Recording 4 170 4 on the one hand egyrészről On the one hand, sunbathing is nice and relaxing.
Unit 3 Tapescript: Recording 4 170 4 on the other hand másrészről On the other hand, I get bored just lying in the sun and it 

feels like a waste of time.
Unit 3 Tapescript: Recording 4 170 4 monument n emlékmű The cross is a monument to the men who died in battle.

Unit 3 Tapescript: Recording 4 170 4 ranking n rangsorolás She is now fifth in the world snowboarding rankings.
Unit 4: Lead-in 47 1 spiritual wealth n lelki gazdagság Religious people think more about spiritual wealth than 

about money.
Unit 4: Lead-in 47 1 material wealth n anyagi gazdagság Many people think that material wealth is the most 

important thing in their lives.
Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 lend v kölcsönad Could you lend me £10? I'll pay you back tomorrow.
Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 it's not worth the money nem éri meg az 

árát
I wouldn't pay that much for it, it's not worth the money.

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 good value for money megéri az árát Carlos thought the trainers were good value for money, 
and bought two pairs.

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 use your time wisely bölcsen oszd be 
az idődet

You'll only have two days in London, so use your time 
wisely and don't waste it.

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 save money pénzt megtakarít To save money, Layla only ever buys clothes when the 
sales are on.

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 save time időt megtakarít We'll save time if we take a taxi to the station instead of 
walking.

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 earn money pénzt keres Most students take a part-time job to earn money during 
the holidays. 

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 have got money to spare van pénze, amit 
félretehet

I'd buy a car if I had the money to spare.

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 have got time to spare van ideje 
valamire

I’m going to decorate my room when I've got time to spare.

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 waste money pénzt pazarol He wastes money buying new mobiles every few months 
to stay in fashion.

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 waste time időt pazarol Don't waste  time asking Mum what she wants for her 
birthday – she never knows!

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 enough determiner elég The police don't have enough evidence to convict him.
Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 steal sth lop My best friend accused me of stealing her boyfriend!
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Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 invest money in sth pénzt fektet 
valamibe

He advised her to invest all her money in the business.

Unit 4: Lead-in 47 2 invest time in sth időt fektet 
valamibe

He invested all his spare time in trying to improve his 
game. 

4,1 48 1 trickster n csaló, szélhámos The old woman gave all her money to a fast-talking 
trickster.

4,1 48 1 cheat v csal He always cheats at cards.
4,1 48 1 charm n sárm, báj Lee's boyish charm always gets him out of trouble.
4,1 48 1 illegally adv illegálisan The police will remove any illegally parked cars.
4,1 48 1 egotistical adj egoista, önimádó He's a selfish, egotistical man who thinks nobody is as 

good as him.
4,1 48 1 man of mystery n rejtélyes férfi He was charming and friendly but I never felt I really knew 

him – truly a man of mystery.
4,1 48 1 be wanted (by the police) körözött The serial killer was wanted by the police in six states.
4,1 48 1 make up (stories) phr v kitalál 

(történeteket)
Children are very good at making up stories to get out of 
trouble.

4,1 48 1 break up phr v elválik His mother and father were always arguing, and finally 
broke up altogether in 1976.

4,1 48 1 drop out phr v lemorzsolódik, 
kiesik

The group gets smaller as members move away or drop 
out.

4,1 48 1 magnetic ink n mágneses tinta The bank account number on cheques is printed using 
magnetic ink.

4,1 48 1 work out phr v kidolgoz UN officials have worked out a solution to the country's 
problems.

4,1 48 1 urgent adj sürgős Ali received an urgent message to phone home.
4,1 48 1 administrator n ügyintéző Jacqui got a job as an administrator in the finance 

department.
4,1 48 1 pick up (skills) phr v felvesz, felszed 

(szakértelmet, 
ügyességet

Bill had no experience, but soon began to pick up the 
necessary skills for the job.

4,1 48 1 catch up with s/o phr v utolér Freya was late leaving college, but caught up with her 
friends at the bus stop.

4,1 48 1 genius n zseni Albert Einstein was a genius whose theories are very 
important to science.

4,1 48 1 incredible adj hihetetlen The view of the mountains from the upstairs window was 
incredible.

4,1 48 1 to better oneself reflex v többre viszi Anna thought she could better herself by marrying a rich 
man.

4,1 48 1 security n biztonság They told the people in charge of airport security about the 
abandoned luggage. 

4,1 48 1 lecture v előad He was lecturing us about making too much noise.
4,1 48 1 end up phr v bevégez, végez He came round for a coffee and ended up staying for a 

meal.
4,1 48 1 autobiography n önéletrajz She was only 22 when she wrote her autobiography!
4,1 48 1 film rights n filmre alkalmazás 

joga
The book was a best-seller, and all the big studios were 
queuing up to buy the film rights.

4,1 48 1 self-centred adj önző, 
egocentrikus

He was too self-centred to notice that his wife was 
extremely depressed.

4,1 48 1 grow up phr v felnő What do you want to be when you grow up?
4,1 50 7 fashion n divat She's a fashion model – her photos are all over the 

women's magazines.
4,2 51 1 reputation n hírnév The neighbourhood used to have a very bad reputation for 

drugs and violent crime.
4,2 51 2 ambitious adj nagyra törő, 

törekvő, 
ambiciózus

He is young and very ambitious – he wants to start his own 
company.

4,2 51 2 confident adj magabiztos, 
bizakodó

She was confident that the problem would be sorted out.

4,2 51 2 be good with figures jó számoló To succeed as an accountant you need to be very good 
with figures.

4,2 51 2 extravagant adj tékozló The actress lived an extravagant lifestyle, with homes all 
over the world.

4,2 51 2 mean adj fukar She's so mean, she squeezes out teabags and uses them 
several times over!

4,2 51 2 have a sense of humour van humorérzéke He has a great sense of humour, and can always make 
me laugh.

4,2 51 2 generous adj nagylelkű Billy was very generous with his time and money.
4,2 51 2 tolerant adj toleráns, 

türelmes
People today are less tolerant than they used to be.

4,2 51 2 flexible adj rugalmas She took the job because if offered flexible working hours.

4,2 51 2 entrepreneur n vállalkozó She's a born entrepreneur and now owns shops in most 
major countries.
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4,2 51 4 payphone n érmés telefon The payphone was out of order so I borrowed Carly's 
mobile.

4,2 52 5 obligation n kötelezettség Employers have an obligation to provide a safe working 
environment.

4,2 52 5 prohibited adj tiltott Smoking is prohibited in the building – you'll have to go 
outside.

4,2 52 9 public speaker phr szónok The ex-president was a very good public speaker and 
always attracted a large crowd.

4,2 53 10 attach v csatol Please attach a recent photograph to your application.
4,2 53 10 map n térkép To avoid getting lost, we bought a street map of the city.

4,2 53 10 conference n konferencia, 
értekezlet

We arranged to have dinner after the conference.

4,2 53 10 confirmation n megerősítés, 
visszaigazolás

There is still no official confirmation of the report of his 
death.

4,2 53 10 expenses n kiadások, 
költségek

She put in a claim for travel expenses.

4,2 53 11 enclose v csatol, mellékel Please enclose your payment when you send your order.

4,3 54 2 effective adj hatékony I've heard that Synthetic Phonics is an effective way to 
teach reading.

4,3 54 2 memorable adj emlékezetes Princess Diana's funeral was a memorable event.
4,3 54 2 to mirror sth v tükröz, 

visszatükröz
My life mirrors David Beckham's in many ways – apart 
from the money and success, of course.

4,3 54 3 product n termék The company issued a list of its new food products.
4,3 54 3 associate sth with v +prep asszociál, társít, 

összekapcsol
He's done it so often that now I always associate that ad 
for crisps with Gary Lineker.

4,3 54 3 water (of the mouth) v beindul a 
nyáltermelődés

As soon as I smelled the oranges, my mouth watered.

4,3 54 3 reward n jutalom She offered a £20 reward to anyone who could find her 
cat.

4,3 54 3 punishment n büntetés The police chief said there should be tougher punishments 
for sex offenders.

4,3 55 6 response n válasz I knocked on the door but there was no response.
4,3 55 6 respond v reagál, válaszol How will the government respond to this latest 

development?
4,3 55 6 success n siker Her success is due to hard work.
4,3 55 6 produce v létrehoz, okoz Research in the US produced similar results.
4,3 56 10 miss s/o v hiányol We were always arguing, but now that she's gone I miss 

her terribly.
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 lose v elveszít Tom lost his job when the company moved abroad.
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 miss (the bus) v lekési (a buszt) I missed the bus and was late for work.
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 travel n utazás Going to matches abroad combines his love of football and 

his love of travel.
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 trip n kirándulás, út Did you enjoy your trip to Disneyland?
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 fun n móka Did you have fun with your friends?
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 funny adj vicces You look really funny in that hat!
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 work n munka She loves her work, although she doesn't get paid very 

much.
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 job n munka, állás Many students have part-time jobs in the summer.
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 borrow v kölcsönkér, 

kölcsönvesz
Can I borrow the car tonight, Dad?

Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 rob (a bank) v kirabol (bankot) They robbed several banks in the western states.
Unit 4 Vocabulary 57 1 steal sth v lop The thief stole all the old man's savings.
Unit 4 Communication 58 1 update v korszerűsít, 

modernizál
We need to update some of the older files.

Unit 4 Communication 58 1 extraterrestrial n földönkívüli These scientists are working on the search for 
extraterrestrial life.

Unit 4 Communication 58 1 alien n idegen Do you think that aliens will one day visit Earth from other 
planets?

Unit 4 Communication 58 1 Finishing School phr leányiskola She sent her daughter to finishing school to learn how to 
behave in upper-class society.

Unit 4 Communication 58 1 diner n vacsora The diners had to wait 40 minutes before the first course 
was served.

Unit 4 Tapescript: Recording 1 170 1 divorce v elválik His parents divorced when he was six.
Unit 5: Lead-in 61 1(phot) pottery n fazekasság, 

agyagedény
Sarah collects pieces of Native American pottery.

Unit 5: Lead-in 61 1(phot) boules n boule (golyós 
játék)

Boules is played in many villages in France.

Unit 5: Lead-in 61 2 squash n squash Charlotte and Fleur meet once a week for a game of 
squash.

Unit 5: Lead-in 61 2 jogging n kocogás He goes jogging for three miles every day.
Unit 5: Lead-in 61 2 chess n sakk They meet fairly often to play chess.
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Unit 5: Lead-in 61 2 sailing n vitorlázás They've invited us to go sailing this weekend on their boat.

Unit 5: Lead-in 61 2 cycling n biciklizés It would be madness to go cycling in this awful weather.

Unit 5: Lead-in 61 2 drawing n rajz She showed us a drawing of the house.
Unit 5: Lead-in 61 2 play cards phr kártyázik After supper we played cards – poker and whist.
Unit 5: Lead-in 61 3 pack of cards colloc pakli kártya He took out a pack of cards and started to play Solitaire.

Unit 5: Lead-in 61 3 gym n edző terem He does weight training in the gym every Monday.
5,1 62 2 recipe n recept (ételé) She gave me her recipe for chocolate cake.
5,1 64 9 imaginative adj nagy képzelő 

tehetségű
Philip Pullman's books are always interesting and 
imaginative.

5,1 64 9 inspiration n ihlet, inspiráció What was your inspiration for writing this book?
5,1 64 10 access   v hozzáfér az 

internethez
She sat down at the computer and accessed her e-mail.

5,1 64 10 routinely adv rutinszerűen This vaccine is already routinely used in the treatment of 
measles.

5,1 64 10 tricky adj agyafúrt, 
bonyolult

It was a tricky decision, but he eventually went.

5,1 64 10 expand v kibővül, bővül The population expanded rapidly in the 1960s.
5,1 64 10 technique n technika His guitar-playing techniques were superb.
5,1 64 10 link n kapcsolat The article emphasised the link between drug use and 

crime.
5,1 64 10 solve (a problem) v megold 

(problémát)
Have you managed to solve the problem of what to buy 
them as a wedding gift?

5,1 64 10 candle n gyertya Take a candle to light your way up the stairs – there's no 
electricity.

5,1 64 10 match n gyufa She struck a match and lit the firework.
5,1 64 10 wax n viasz The little boy was drawing a picture of his house with wax 

crayons.
5,1 64 10 negotiator n tárgyaló The chief negotiator persuaded the kidnapper to free the 

hostage.
5,1 64 10 fiction n regény She writes children's fiction.
5,1 64 10 put oneself in s/o's shoes phr másnak a helyébe 

képzeli magát
Put yourself in my shoes! How would you feel if you'd just 
heard your husband was already married?

5,1 64 11 motivation n motiváció Jack is smart, but he lacks motivation to use his brains.

5,1 64 12 let's go for that phr tegyük azt That sounds like a good idea, let's go for that.
5,2 65 2 plot n cselekmény, 

tartalom
I enjoyed the book but I thought the plot was a bit weak.

5,2 65 2 chapter n fejezet When I'd read the first page of Chapter 1 of that book, I 
had to read the rest!

5,2 65 2 soundtrack n soundtrack Mum's always playing the soundtrack to 'Saturday Night 
Fever'.

5,2 65 2 be set in kezdődik The film 'Good Morning Vietnam' was set in Saigon.
5,2 65 2 direct (a film) v rendez The film 'Star Wars' was written and directed by George 

Lucas.
5,2 65 2 be dubbed v szinkronizált The film was dubbed into 16 languages.
5,2 65 3 recommend v ajánl Dentists strongly recommend that you change your 

toothbrush every few months.
5,2 66 5 cart n kocsi, szekér Before cars were invented, people used horses and carts 

to move things around.
5,2 67 8 I can't stand phr ki nem állhatom I love shopping, but I can't stand waiting in a queue at the 

checkout.
5,2 67 9 adore v imád, rajong Tim absolutely adores his older brother.
5,2 67 11 discount n kedvezmény Members get a 10% discount off everything they buy.
5,3 68 2 meal n étel When did you last eat a proper meal?
5,3 68 2 dish (in a restaurant) n készétel In the restaurant, the dish of the day was Spaghetti 

Bolognese. 
5,3 68 2 service n felszolgálás The service was very good, so I left the waitress a 

generous tip.
5,3 68 2 tip n borravaló The waiters added all the tips together and then shared the 

money equally between them.
5,3 68 2 dessert n desszert What's for dessert? Is there any ice-cream?
5,3 68 2 side dish n köret I ordered a side dish of mixed vegetables.
5,3 68 2 tablecloth n asztalterítő The tablecloth was stained with wine.
5,3 68 2 napkin n szalvéta The tables were set with white tablecloths and red napkins.

5,3 68 4 civil engineer phr építészmérnök He's a civil engineer who specialises in designing sewage 
treatment plants.

5,3 68 4 earthquake n földrengés An earthquake measuring 6.1 on the Richter scale struck 
southern California on June 28.

5,3 68 4 isolated adj elszigetelt After 20 kilometres, we drove past an isolated farm.
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5,3 68 4 hut n kunyhó, bódé He built a wooden hut in his back garden.
5,3 68 4 flat adj lapos The water is coming through the flat roof of the garage.
5,3 68 4 roof n tető He installed a satellite dish on the roof of his house.
5,3 68 4 sign n jel The woman was smoking a cigarette next to the 'No 

Smoking' sign in the restaurant.
5,3 68 4 pipe n pipa His wife didn't smoke, so her husband always went outside 

to smoke his pipe.
5,3 68 4 pleasure n élvezet She sipped her drink with pleasure.
5,3 68 4 honour n becsület He was a man of honour, and always did what he had 

promised.
5,3 68 4 pale-faced adj sápadt A pale-faced man in a black suit stopped me and asked for 

directions.
5,3 68 4 knife n kés The little girl was just learning to use a knife and fork.
5,3 68 4 fork n villa Put the knives and forks on the table, and soon we'll have 

dinner.
5,3 68 4 spinach n spenót Spinach is one of my favourite green vegetables.
5,3 68 4 course (in a meal) n fogás We sat down to a four-course meal followed by coffee.
5,3 68 4 stuffed adj töltött It's a Polish dish made from pancakes stuffed with meat.

5,3 68 4 vine leaves n szőlő levél Vine leaves are often used in Greek and Turkish cooking.

5,3 68 4 blush v elpirul The way he looked at her made her blush.
5,3 68 4 be determined elszánt He decided to build his own car, and was determined to 

make a success of it.
5,3 70 11 traditional adj hagyományos Nicole loved traditional Greek cooking.
5,3 70 11 efficient adj hatékony Try to find a more efficient way of organising your work.
5,3 70 11 reasonable adj elfogadható, 

méltányos
The food is excellent here, and the prices are very 
reasonable.

Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 2 (surf) board n deszka He bought a new board when he was in Hawaii.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 2 wave n hullám The children were swimming and playing in the waves.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 2 grass n fű A lion was lying in the long grass.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 2 dust n por The furniture was covered in dust and had not been used 

for a long time.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 shape n forma I bought her a Valentine card in the shape of a heart.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 rectangular adj téglalap alakú The child drew a simple rectangular building.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 oval adj ovális On the wall hung an oval mirror.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 round adj kerek They used a round conference table so that everyone 

would seem equally important.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 square adj négyzet The master bedroom was a large square room with 

windows in two walls.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 weight n súly Your weight is about right for your height and age.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 heavy adj nehéz I can't lift this box – it's too heavy.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 light adj könnyű When I picked her up, she was as light as a feather.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 wide adj széles The country and western singer wore a wide belt round her 

waist.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 narrow adj keskeny We walked through the narrow streets of the old Spanish 

town.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 texture n alkat, felépítés The texture of a baby's skin is very soft.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 smooth adj sima The road was well-made, wide and smooth.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 rough adj durva The jeep lurched over some rough ground.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 sticky adj ragadós For dessert I had sticky toffee pudding.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 soft adj puha I asked for a soft pillow to be sent to my hotel room.
Unit 5 Vocabulary 71 4 hard adj kemény Jack preferred to sleep on a hard mattress.
Unit 5 Communication 72 1 capoeira n capoeira Capoeira has some things in common with karate.
Unit 5 Communication 72 1 slave n rabszolga His grandfather was a slave in the southern part of the 

USA.
Unit 5 Communication 72 1 martial art n harcművészet Bruce Lee was a martial arts expert.
Unit 5 Communication 72 1 fit adj fitt, egészséges Although he was 70 he was still fit and healthy.
Unit 5 Communication 72 1 balance v egyensúlyoz Can you balance on one leg?
Unit 5 Communication 72 1 kick v rúg Billy was kicking a ball around the yard.
Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 2 171 sp1 origami n origami The students were making paper animals using origami.

Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 2 171 sp1 ancient adj régi, ősi, ókori We walked through the ancient ruins.
Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 5 171 5 housework n házimunka I spent all morning doing the housework.
Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 5 171 5 junk food phr egészségtelen 

étel
Children eat too much junk food and not enough 
vegetables.

Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 6 171 6 lime n lime, apró 
citromfajta

Grant ordered a lager and lime and Rosa had a glass of 
red wine.

Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 6 171 6 spicy adj fűszeres The fish was covered in a delicious spicy tomato sauce.

Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 7 172 7 floppy disk n floppy lemez Hannah copied the file onto a floppy disk.
Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 7 172 7 ant n hangya I watched the colony of ants marching back to the ant-hill.

Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 7 172 7 soap n szappan Harry slipped on a bar of soap in the shower.
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Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 7 172 7 beard n szakáll Paul has blond hair, but when he grew a beard it was 
ginger!

Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 7 172 7 toffee n toffee, vajas 
karamella 
cukorka

My mum used to make toffee using lots of milk and sugar.

Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 7 172 7 stone n kő The house was surrounded by a stone wall.
Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 9 172 9 originate v ered, származik The custom of having a Christmas tree originated in 

Germany.
Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 9 172 9 entertainment n szórakozás The hotel offers live entertainment on Fridays and 

Saturdays.
Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 9 172 9 master n kapitány (pl., 

hajóé), igazgató
The ship's master ordered the crew to raise the sails.

Unit 5 Tapescript: Recording 9 172 9 belt n öv Ivan is a black belt in karate.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 adventure holiday n kalandos nyaralás They like going on adventure holidays, like trekking in the 

mountains.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 package holiday n szervezett 

társasutazás
Mum and Dad are going on a package holiday to Sardinia.

Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 safari n szafari We'll be going on safari in Kenya.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 beach holiday n tengerparti 

nyaralás
For our honeymoon we had a beach holiday in the 
Maldives.

Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 cruise n tengeri hajóút We booked a cruise to the Antarctic.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 camping holiday n sátorozós 

nyaralás
The scouts are going on a camping holiday in Wales.

Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 romantic adj romantikus I wish my boyfriend was more romantic.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 convenient adj megfelelő Would 10:30 be a convenient time to meet?
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 dangerous adj veszélyes It's dangerous to walk alone at night around here.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 1 relaxing adj pihentető Anna spent a relaxing holiday in the south of France.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 experience n tapasztalat They had a bad experience on a camping holiday in 

Scotland.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 sensation n érzés, érzékelés She had a tingling sensation in her hands, and then she 

fainted.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 go abroad külföldre megy Gran has never been abroad in her life.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 famous adj híres The restaurant was famous for its seafood dishes.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 landmark n iránypont, 

határkő
The Eiffel Tower in Paris is a famous landmark.

Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 sandy beach n homokos 
tengerpart

We prefer holiday resorts with sandy beaches, as the 
children like playing in the sea.

Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 cultural adj kulturális We like to discover the cultural differences between our 
country and the one we're visiting.

Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 tropical rainforest n trópusi esőerdő We hired a guide to take us into the tropical rainforest.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 barren adj kopár Thousands of years ago the surface was barren desert.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 desert n sivatag We stopped at an oasis in the Sahara desert.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 independent adj független We buy most of our books from a small independent 

bookshop.
Unit 6: Lead-in 75 2 unforgettable adj felejthetetlen A visit to Morocco is a truly unforgettable experience.
6,1 76 1 souvenir n ajándéktárgy, 

emléktárgy
When we visited Kakadu National Park we bought an 
Aboriginal painting as a souvenir.

6,1 76 1 (keep a) diary n napló(t) (tart) Sally decided to keep a diary of her gap year travelling 
round the world.

6,1 76 3 shoot (through) v keresztül csúszik The canoe shot through the white water rapids.

6,1 76 3 landscape n táj Constable is a famous English landscape painter.
6,1 76 3 baking (sun) adj perzselő napsütés As we drove across the desert under the baking sun, I 

longed for a cool drink.
6,1 76 3 leather adj bőr Suzi bought a leather handbag at the market.
6,1 76 3 vision n látomás The landscape was like a vision – I had difficulty believing 

it was real.
6,1 76 3 (be) drunk adj részeg When we finally arrived home safely we were drunk with 

happiness.
6,1 76 3 roaring n üvöltő, zajos Long before we saw Niagara Falls we could hear the loud 

roaring of the water.
6,1 76 3 Victoria Falls phr Viktória vízesés Stefan sent me a postcard of Victoria Falls saying he 

wished I was there.
6,1 76 3 set (of the sun) v naplemente The photographs he took as the sun set over Hawaii were 

sensational.
6,1 76 3 catch (one's) eye magára vonzza a 

tekintetet
The dress caught my eye as I passed the shop, and I just 
had to have it!

6,1 76 3 glance v pillant I glanced at my watch and saw that it was five past three.

6,1 76 3 mirror n tükör He glanced at his reflection in the mirror.
6,1 76 3 wild adj vad There are wild ponies living in the forest.
6,1 76 3 cloud of dust porfelhő The jeep screeched to a halt in a cloud of dust.
6,1 76 3 muscular adj izmos The wrestler had strong, muscular arms.
6,1 76 3 touch v megérint Don't touch the paint – it's wet!
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6,1 76 3 breath n lélegzet, lehelet He has bad breath and never washes.
6,1 76 3 memory n emlék She has a very good memory and can remember things 

that happened long ago.
6,1 76 3 heroic adj hősi The last runner made a heroic attempt to reach the finish 

line.
6,1 76 3 form n alak The police officer could just make out the form of someone 

lying on the ground.
6,1 76 3 dream v álmodik I often dream that I'm falling.
6,1 76 3 typical interj tipikus Typical! I might have known he'd be late!
6,1 76 3 check into (a hotel) phr v bejelentkezik egy 

hotelbe
When we arrived in Istanbul we checked in at the hotel, 
and then went out for a meal.

6,1 78 12 background n háttér I didn't notice the man in in the background with the funny 
hat!

6,1 78 12 foreground n előtér Keep the main subject in the foreground of your photos.

6,1 78 12 background information phr hátér információ I tried to find out some background information about her, 
but no one seemed willing to talk.

6,2 79 1 castle n kastély When we were in Scotland we visited Edinburgh castle.
6,2 79 1 palace n palota Jake took pictures of the changing of the guard at 

Buckingham Palace.
6,2 79 1 museum n múzeum When we were in London we visited the Museum of 

Modern Art.
6,2 79 1 art gallery phr képtár There was an exhibition of Impressionist paintings at the 

art gallery.
6,2 79 1 pub n kocsma, pub Are you going to the pub for a drink?
6,2 79 1 café n kávézó We had fish and chips at the café.
6,2 79 1 park n park Let's go for a walk in the park.
6,2 79 1 garden n kert Our house has a small garden at the back.
6,2 79 1 lake n tó Chicago is on the shore of Lake Michigan.
6,2 79 1 fountain n szökőkút Throw a coin into the fountain and make a wish.
6,2 79 1 bookshop n könyvesbolt A new bookshop has opened on the high street.
6,2 79 1 library n könyvtár I took the books back to the library.
6,2 79 1 market n piac We buy all our vegetables from the market.
6,2 79 3 delay n késés There are long delays on the motorway.
6,2 79 4 go straight on egyenesen megy When you come to the crossroads, go straight on.

6,2 79 5 ticket n jegy How much are tickets for the concert?
6,2 79 5 single (ticket) adj egy útra szóló 

jegy
I just want a single, because I'm coming back by car.

6,2 79 5 return (ticket) adj oda-vissza jegy How much is a return to Glasgow?
6,2 79 5 on the hour minden órakor Buses leave on the hour, every hour.
6,2 79 5 platform n vágány, peron The Edinburgh train will depart from platform six.
6,2 80 6 divide v eloszt The teacher divided the class into groups.
6,2 80 6 guide n ismertető, kalauz Go to the tourist office and pick up a guide to the city's 

attractions.
6,2 80 6 birthplace n szülőhely Stratford-upon-Avon was Shakespeare's birthplace.
6,2 80 6 vibrant adj vibráló, rezgő Leeds has a vibrant club scene at the weekends.
6,2 80 6 atmosphere n légkör The atmosphere at home was tense, and nobody was 

speaking.
6,2 80 6 fishmonger n halkereskedő There are several fishmongers on the east side of the 

market.
6,2 80 6 sound n hang She could hear the sound of voices.
6,2 80 6 ghost n szellem The ghost of Marie Antoinette haunts the palace.
6,2 80 6 (be) surrounded by körülvéve When we entered the village we were surrounded by 

curious children.
6,2 80 6 coin n érme I need three pound coins for the car park machine.
6,3 82 1 rocky coastline n sziklás 

partszakasz
The waves were pounding the rocky coastline.

6,3 82 1 desert island n lakatlan sziget What three things would you want to take to a desert 
island?

6,3 82 1 mountain range n hegyvonulat The Sangre de Cristo is a mountain range in California.
6,3 82 1 green valley n zöld völgy We looked down on a green valley containing a few 

scattered houses.
6,3 82 2 coincidence n véletlen It was pure coincidence that we were on the same train.

6,3 82 2 whale n bálna The whale is an endangered species.
6,3 82 2 chance (of sth happening) n esély What's the chance that we'll bump into John at the 

exhibition?
6,3 82 2 unbelievable adj hihetetlen The noise was unbelievable, and I couldn't hear what Mark 

was saying.
6,3 82 2 ring n gyűrű She dropped her wedding ring down the sink.
6,3 82 2 diver n búvár The diver swam to the surface and waved to the boat.
6,3 82 2 stomach n has, gyomor The story says that Jonah was trapped in the stomach of a 

whale.
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6,3 82 2 shark n cápa Sharks were circling around our boat.
6,3 82 2 mussel n kagyló This restaurant serves excellent mussels and other kinds 

of seafood.
6,3 82 2 drown v vízbe fullad The boys almost drowned in the river.
6,3 84 10 echo (question) n visszhang When you call out, you can hear the echo of your voice 

from the surrounding mountains.
6,3 84 10 that's a shame de kár, micsoda 

pech
He broke his ankle and couldn’t go on holiday.' 'Oh, that's 
a shame!'

6,3 84 10 that's a pity de kár, de 
sajnálom

I lost my lottery ticket and it had the winning numbers on 
it!' 'Oh, that's such a pity!'

6,3 84 10 how awful! de szörnyű She fell ill and they had to fly her home from Paris.' ''How 
awful for her!'

Unit 6: Vocabulary 85 1 fetch v elhoz Go and fetch your Dad from the back garden.
Unit 6: Vocabulary 85 1 get a distinction kitüntetés She didn't just pass her English, she got a distinction!
Unit 6: Communication 86 2 guide (person) n idegenvezető The guide on the boat described the buildings as we sailed 

past.
Unit 6: Communication 86 2 specialised adj szakosított It's a specialised shop that sells only Middle Eastern food.

Unit 6: Communication 86 2 arts and crafts kézműves There's an arts and crafts fair at the town hall next week.

Unit 6: Communication 86 2 Changing of the Guard Őrség váltás I tried to take some photos of the Changing of the Guard 
through the railings.

Unit 6: Communication 86 2 observation n megfigyelés Careful observation of the animal's behaviour showed that 
he had a broken leg.

Unit 6: Communication 86 2 operational adj hadműveleti, 
műveleti

The new airport will soon be operational.

Unit 6: Communication 86 2 accompanied by őt kísérő The violinist was accompanied by Daniel Barenboim on 
the piano.

Unit 6: Communication 86 2 attraction n látványosság The London Eye has become one of London's leading 
attractions.

Unit 6: Communication 86 2 outstanding adj kiváló They gave an outstanding performance of Beethoven's 
Fifth Symphony.

Unit 6: Communication 86 2 exclusive adj zártkörű, előkelő, 
kizárólagos

Time magazine has an exclusive interview with Nelson 
Mandela this week.

Unit 6: Tapescript: Recording 2 172 sp1 goat n kecske They have a small farm where they keep cows and a few 
goats.

Unit 6: Tapescript: Recording 2 172 sp1 stretch out phr v nyújtózkodik The mountains stretched out as far as you could see to 
east and north.

Unit 6: Tapescript: Recording 2 172 sp3 ruin n rom We came to a valley with the ruins of an old church at the 
bottom.

Unit 6: Tapescript: Recording 3 172 D1 announcement n bejelentés We all waited for the ship's captain to make an 
announcement.

Unit 7: Lead-in 89 2 take a degree diplomát szerez She went to York and took a degree in History in 1982.
Unit 7: Lead-in 89 2 make progress előmenetel, 

haladás
We've started to decorate the house but we're only making 
slow progress.

Unit 7: Lead-in 89 2 do some research kutatást végez I'll need to do some research before I can give the answer 
to your question.

Unit 7: Lead-in 89 2 go to lectures előadásokra jár He probably failed his degree because he hardly ever went 
to lectures.

Unit 7: Lead-in 89 2 graduate from university elvégez egy 
egyetemet

When did your brother graduate from university?

Unit 7: Lead-in 89 2 revise v átismétel We need to revise our plans and think of something else 
to do.

7,1 90 2 rope n kötél The kids tied a rope to the tree and swung out across the 
river on it.

7,1 90 3 steep learning curve n meredek tanulási 
görbe

This degree will involve a steep learning curve because 
your Maths is not very good.

7,1 90 3 learn by doing tevékeny tanulás In the police force we often have to learn by doing rather 
than from a book.

7,1 90 3 learn by heart kívülről, szóról 
szóra

The teacher told us to learn these multiplication tables by 
heart.

7,1 90 3 fast learner n gyors tanuló He's a fast learner – you only have to tell him something 
once.

7,1 90 3 practice makes perfect gyakorlat teszi a 
mestert

Just keep trying and you'll get it right – practice makes 
perfect, you know.

7,1 90 3 strict teacher n szigorú tanár Mr Allman is a strict teacher, but he's also fair and helpful.

7,1 90 3 throw someone in at the deep 
end  (phr)

a mélyvízbe dob They threw me in at the deep end – I had to deal with the 
public from the first day.

7,1 90 3 bring someone up to (do sth) valamire nevelni 
egy gyereket

We brought our children up to be truthful and independent.

7,1 91 6 light bulb n villanykörte The light bulb in the kitchen has gone again – will you put 
a new one in?
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7,1 91 6 incorporate into egyesül, egyesít She incorporated his remarks into her talk to the new 
employees.

7,1 91 6 attempt n kísérlet All attempts to solve the problem have failed.
7,1 91 6 statesman n államférfi Roosevelt became a respected statesman in many parts 

of the world.
7,1 91 6 scientist n tudós Turing was a brilliant scientist who was behind the 

invention of the first computers.
7,1 91 6 failure n hiba His was determined that his career would not end in 

failure.
7,1 91 6 false start n rossz kezdés After several false starts, the concert finally began 

properly.
7,1 91 6 condition n feltétel If you provide them with the right conditions, the plants will 

grow rapidly.
7,1 91 6 misunderstanding n félreértés There must have been some misunderstanding. I didn't 

order this.
7,1 91 6 post-it notes n post-it, 

öntapadós cetli
I've put my comments on post-it notes and stuck them to 
the top of each page.

7,1 91 6 crisps n krumpliszirom A packet of crisps is not a very healthy way to start the 
day.

7,1 91 6 chairman n elnök For some years the chairman of British Airways was an 
Australian.

7,1 92 10 penicillin n penicillin The invention of penicillin meant a longer life for many 
people.

7,2 93 2 hand out phr v bead, benyújt Could you start handing these books out please?
7,2 93 2 for your own good a saját 

érdekedben
I know it seems unfair to keep you in today, but it's for your 
own good.

7,2 93 2 strict discipline n szigorú fegyelem My dad let us do what we wanted – he didn't believe in 
strict discipline.

7,2 93 2 do one's (very) best a legjobbat hozza 
ki magából

I'm not sure if I'll succeed, but I'll certainly do my best.

7,2 93 2 behave oneself v reflex viselkedik How do you get a class of eight-year-olds to behave 
themselves?

7,2 93 2 in someone's presence valaki 
jelenlétében

She wouldn't dare to say that in the boss's presence.

7,2 93 2 answer someone back phr v vissza szól When I told him off, he had the cheek to answer me back!

7,2 93 2 get on the wrong side of a rossz oldalon 
áll

He first got on the wrong side of the law when he robbed a 
bank in 1996.

7,2 93 2 liquidize v turmixol She put all the fruit together in the food mixer and 
liquidized it to make a drink.

7,2 93 2 take that grin off your face töröld le azt a 
vigyort az 
arcodról

Take that grin off your face and sit down, Smith!

7,2 93 2 deal with v foglalkozik 
valakivel

See me after the lesson – I'll deal with you later.

7,2 93 2 severely adv súlyosan She was severely injured in a bad car crash on the 
motorway.

7,2 93 2 get out of line kiáll a sorból If you get out of line, you will be sent to see the 
headmaster.

7,2 93 2 chirrup v csicsereg I woke up early this morning because all the birds were 
chirruping outside my window.

7,2 94 6 lose one's temper elveszti az 
önuralmát

I lost my temper and threw an old boot at the noisy cat.

7,2 94 6 patient adj türelmes Just be patient and wait for the bus to arrive.
7,2 94 6 knowledgeable adj jól informált Steve's very knowledgeable about politics – he studied the 

subject at college.
7,2 94 6 inspiring adj inspiráló I often feel better after listening to some inspiring music.

7,2 94 6 open-minded adj nyitott We like their sympathetic, open-minded attitudes to young 
people.

7,2 95 16 compile v szerkeszt 
összeállít

The book of wartime memories was compiled by the old 
people of the village.

7,2 95 16 submit v alávet, előterjeszt They submitted a report calling for changes in the law.

7,3 96 1 retire v visszavonul He retired from teaching at the age of 65.
7,3 96 1 senior citizen n nyugdíjas Senior citizen' is a more polite term than 'old person'.
7,3 96 1 pension n nyugdíj She receives a pension from the company she worked for 

before her retirement.
7,3 96 1 elderly adj koros, idős An elderly woman was knocked down while attempting to 

cross the road.
7,3 96 1 nursing home n idősek otthona She put her dad in a nursing home when he got too ill for 

her to look after him.
7,3 96 1 respect v tisztel The students like and respect him as a teacher.
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7,3 96 5 achievement n eredmény Putting a man on the moon was one of our greatest 
achievements.

7,3 96 5 solo adj szóló I didn't really like his first solo album.
7,3 96 5 take up phr v elkezd Roger took painting up for a while, but soon lost interest.

7,3 96 5 tai chi n tai chi In China you can see people practising tai chi in the parks 
in the morning.

7,3 96 5 all manner of (things) különféle dolgok All manner of things can happen to you when you travel 
alone.

7,3 96 5 fjord n fjord He wants to go to Norway to take photos of the fjords.
7,3 96 5 wise adj bölcs It would be wise to phone first so that we don't waste a 

journey.
7,3 96 5 innocent adj ártatlan The jury found him innocent of all the charges.
7,3 97 5 come to grief bajba kerül He came to grief when he crashed his car on the last lap of 

the race.
7,3 97 5 beg v könyörög I begged her to stay, but she wouldn't.
7,3 97 5 get (one's) priorities right érvényre jutatta a 

prioritásait
She's got her priorities right – family is more important 
than work.

7,3 150 5 off and on időnként, hébe-
hóba

We've been going to Spain off and on for about 20 years 
now.

7,3 150 5 contemporary n kortárs Mozart was greatly admired by his contemporaries.
7,3 150 5 keep alert a Doing the Times crossword every day keeps me alert and 

thinking.
7,3 150 5 brain n agy Jorge suffered brain damage in the accident.
Unit 7: Vocabulary 99 1 bookworm n könyvmoly She's always been a bookworm – it was hard to get her to 

stop reading and go out to play!
Unit 7: Vocabulary 99 1 I haven't got a clue fogalmam sincs I can't find my hat – I haven't got a clue where I put it!
Unit 7: Vocabulary 99 1 make a wild guess csak tippelek I don't know the answer.' 'Well just make a wild guess, 

then.'
Unit 7: Vocabulary 99 1 know something inside out ismer valamit 

oda-vissza
He's very experienced and knows the legal system inside 
out.

Unit 7: Vocabulary 99 1 brush up on something phr v felfrissít valamit You'll need to brush up on your Spanish before we go on 
holiday.

Unit 7: Vocabulary 99 1 teacher's pet n tanár kedvence Mrs Smith is always saying how good he is at Maths – he's 
a real teacher's pet.

Unit 7: Tapescript: Recording 1 173 Sp2 scarf n sál You'll need a scarf today – it's freezing outside.
Unit 7: Tapescript: Recording 2 173 1 right under someone's nose valakinek az orra 

előtt
He used to cheat right under the teacher's nose, and she 
never noticed.

Unit 7: Tapescript: Recording 4 173 pt1 brush past someone v szó nélkül elsiet 
valaki mellett

I think they took the money out of my pocket as they 
brushed past me.

Unit 7: Tapescript: Recording 4 173 pt2 extended family n kiterjedt család She goes to visit her extended family in India once a year.

Unit 7: Tapescript: Recording 6 174 1 gallop v vágtat The horse came galloping across the field and jumped the 
hedge.

Unit 8: Lead-in 103 2 password n jelszó Type in your e-mail address and password.
Unit 8: Lead-in 103 3 (that) makes a change (ez) 

megváltoztatja az 
eddigieket

It will be sunny this weekend.' 'That makes a change from 
all the rain we've had.'

Unit 8: Lead-in 103 3 (do something) for a change (tegyünk valamit) 
a változatosság 
kedvéért

Let's go right for a change – we always go left.

Unit 8: Lead-in 103 3 change of heart n megváltoztak az 
érzései

She was going to get married to him, but then she had a 
change of heart.

8,1 104 2 in public nyilvánosan I wish you wouldn't call me 'Baby Face' in public!
8,1 104 2 crumb n morzsa The dog licked all the biscuit crumbs off my plate.
8,1 104 2 be arrested v pass letartóztatták You can be arrested for dropping cigarette ends on the 

pavement.
8,1 104 2 mayor n polgármester She's standing as a candidate in the election for the 

London mayor.
8,1 104 2 (be) scandalised adj felháborították, 

megbotránkoztatt
ák

She was scandalized at some of the rude language they 
were using.

8,1 104 2 blame v hibáztat, okol Don't blame me – it's not my fault.
8,1 104 2 cop n hekus, zsaru His dad's a cop in New York City.
8,1 104 2 fine n pénzbüntetés I got arrested because I hadn't paid my parking fines.
8,1 104 2 subway n földalatti The New York City subway is a lot safer than it used to be.

8,1 104 2 block v eltorlaszol A fallen tree was blocking the road.
8,1 104 2 driveway n kocsi feljáró There was a gravelled driveway leading up to the front of 

the big house.
8,1 104 2 editor n szerkesztő Harold Evans used to be the editor of a daily newspaper.

8,1 104 2 ashtray n hamutartó I don't have any ashtrays because I don't smoke.
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8,1 104 2 inhabitant n lakos New York is a city of around six million inhabitants.
8,1 104 2 figure(s) n szám, számok The crime figures for last year show an increase in 

burglaries.
8,1 105 4 ban v betilt They've banned smoking inside all public buildings.
8,1 105 7 lie v hazudik I would never lie to you – I'd always tell you the truth.
8,1 105 7 long distance távolsági Do you want to make a local or a long distance call?
8,1 106 9 propose v javasol The President proposed a 5% cut in tax.
8,1 106 10 disabled adj mozgássérült The accident left him severely disabled and in a 

wheelchair.
8,1 106 10 facilities n lehetőség, 

felszerelés, 
lehetőség

The theatre has special audio facilities for the blind.

8,1 106 10 wheelchair n kerekesszék He'll be in a wheelchair for the rest of his life.
8,1 106 10 pavement n járda A policeman was standing on the pavement outside the 

bank.
8,1 106 10 elevator n lift, felvonó We'll have to take the elevator to the 24th floor.
8,1 106 10 mess n rendetlenség The house was a complete mess, with rubbish lying 

everywhere.
8,1 106 10 terrible adj szörnyű The food at the hotel was terrible, and made us all ill.
8,1 106 11 therefore adv ennek 

következtében, 
ezért

This car is smaller, and therefore cheaper to run.

8,1 106 11 this leads to ez vezet 
valamihez

This leads to misunderstandings and arguments among 
people from different countries.

8,1 106 12 issue n téma, ügy This is a very important political issue.
8,2 107 1 demonstration (in protest) n tiltakozás He took part in a demonstration against the war in Iraq.
8,2 107 1 initiate v kezdeményez He initiated legal proceedings against the newspaper.
8,2 107 2 developed countries n fejlett országok Developed countries have the great majority of the world's 

wealth.
8,2 107 2 famine n éhínség, éhség My ancestors came over to Scotland during the great 

potato famine in Ireland.
8,2 107 2 security n biztonság We told airport security about the abandoned suitcase in 

Terminal 3.
8,2 107 2 war n háború Many US soldiers were killed in the Vietnam War.
8,2 107 2 disease n betegség Heart disease is one of the biggest killers in the western 

world.
8,2 107 2 crime n bűnözés There was very little crime when we moved here.
8,2 107 2 environment n környezet They want to bring in new laws to protect the environment.

8,2 107 2 peace n béke The country is now at peace with its neighbour.
8,2 107 2 pollution n szennyezés Tough new laws are needed to reduce pollution.
8,2 107 2 standard of living n életszínvonal Japan has a very high standard of living.
8,2 107 2 developing countries n fejlődő országok Some developing countries owe huge amounts of money 

to the USA and the UK.
8,2 107 2 starvation n éhezés People are dying of starvation because there has been no 

rain for months.
8,2 107 2 cure n gyógymód There still isn't a cure for AIDS, but there is medication you 

can take.
8,2 107 3 cancer n rák Smoking cigarettes causes lung cancer.
8,2 107 3 G8 nations G8 országok The G8 nations are meeting in Vienna this month.
8,2 107 5 deteriorate v megromlik, 

elhasználódik, 
elfajul

David's health deteriorated rapidly in the weeks before his 
death.

8,2 107 6 optimist n optimista, 
derűlátó

He's an eternal optimist, and always believes that things 
will turn out well.

8,2 107 6 pessimist n pesszimista, 
borúlátó

Don't be such a pessimist! Things might improve 
tomorrow!

8,2 108 7 revolution n forradalom This product is the result of a revolution in scientific 
thinking.

8,2 108 7 globe n földgolyó Our company has offices all over the globe.
8,2 108 7 highlight a problem rávilágít a 

problémára
His film highlighted the problem of the starving millions in 
Ethiopia.

8,2 108 7 poverty n szegénység Poverty and unemployment are increasing in parts of 
Africa.

8,2 108 7 suffer v szenved She's suffering a lot of pain, so we're giving her morphine.

8,2 108 7 move (feeling) v elérzékenyül People throughout the developed world were moved by 
what she said.

8,2 108 7 raise (money) v pént gyűjt The concert raised two million pounds for the poor and 
starving.

8,2 108 7 miracle n csoda It's a miracle that no one was hurt.
8,2 108 7 broadcast v közvetít The match will be broadcast live on Channel 5.
8,2 108 7 simultaneous adj egyidejűleg There were simultaneous broadcasts on TV and radio.
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8,2 108 7 co-ordinate v összhangba hoz It's a huge job to co-ordinate the transport of the food to 
where it is needed.

8,2 108 7 on stand-by készenlétben áll The police are on stand-by in case the fans cause trouble.

8,2 108 7 contribution n hozzájárulás, 
közreműködés

We must acknowledge Einstein's enormous contribution to 
science.

8,2 108 7 lingua franca n specialitás, 
sajátosság494

English is the lingua franca in many countries.

8,2 108 7 indication n előjel Dark green leaves are an indication of healthy roots.
8,2 109 11 fortunately adv szerencsére Fortunately, the weather was excellent.
8,2 109 11 unfortunately adv sajnos Unfortunately, the show had to be cancelled.
8,2 109 11 basically adv alapvetően Basically, I'm just lazy.
8,2 109 11 obviously adv egyértelműen We're obviously going to need more help.
8,2 109 11 hopefully adv remélhetőleg Hopefully, I'll be home on Monday.
8,2 109 11 actually adv valójában Prices have actually fallen, not risen, over the last year.
8,2 109 11 personally adv személy szerint Personally, I think it's a bad idea.
8,2 109 12 running water phr folyóvíz 

(csapból)
There's no running water here – we have to walk five miles 
to the nearest well.

8,3 111 3b fiancee n menyasszony He and his fiancee are planning a honeymoon in Portugal.

8,3 112 11 turning point n forduló pont The film marked a turning point in Kubrick's career.
Unit 8: Vocabulary 113 1 underdeveloped adj alulfejlett This baby was born with underdeveloped kidneys.
Unit 8: Vocabulary 113 1 inhuman adj embertelen, 

kegyetlen, 
könyörtelen

You would have to be inhuman to act like that towards 
another person.

Unit 8: Vocabulary 113 5 globalisation n globalizáció The globalisation of some brands means that you can buy 
the same things all over the world.

Unit 8: Tapescript: Recording 2 174 D2 public building n középület They want to charge for entry to some public buildings like 
museums and art galleries.

Unit 8: Tapescript: Recording 3 174 1 operation n operáció, műtét She's having an operation today to remove her appendix.

Unit 8: Tapescript: Recording 3 174 1 flu n influenza The whole team has got flu and they're all off work.
Unit 8: Tapescript: Recording 4 174 1 kidney n vese He needs a kidney transplant in the next few weeks.
Unit 8: Tapescript: Recording 8 174 D1 stopover n útmegszakítás, 

rövid tartózkodás
We'll have a three-hour stopover in Atlanta between 
flights.

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 unemployed adj munkanélküli How many unemployed teachers are there in this area?
Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 self-employed adj vállalkozó, 

"maszek"
He makes a lot of money as a self-employed plumber.

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 qualification n képzettség He left school without any qualifications.
Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 experienced adj tapasztalt She's a very experienced pilot with many hours of flying 

time.
Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 apply for something pályázik Neil has applied for a job as a teacher at my school.
Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 CV abbrev önéletrajz His CV doesn't say much about his university education.

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 reference n ajánlás We will need to obtain references from your previous 
employers.

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 job vacancy n állás üresedés Thursday's newspaper has details of job vacancies in this 
area.

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 9–5 job n nyolcórás munka He has a boring 9–5 job working in a government office.

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 flexitime adj rugalmas 
munkaidő

I work flexitime, so if I'm late one day I can go in early the 
next.

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 long hours hosszú órák They expect us to work very long hours at this job.
Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 work overtime túlórázik I can work overtime on a Saturday morning and earn a 

little extra.
Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 perks n juttatások Free travel is one of the perks of a job on the railway.
Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 rewarding adj kifizetődő, 

érdemes
It's a rewarding job, but it doesn't pay a lot of money.

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 challenge n kihívás I would enjoy the challenge of a new job.
Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 get a pay rise fizetésemelést 

kap
When was the last time you got a pay rise?

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 get promoted előléptetik Now that Jack has left, she hopes to get promoted to his 
job.

Unit 9: Lead-in 117 2 work on commission jutalékért 
dolgozik

He earns no basic salary, but works entirely on 
commission from his sales.

9,1 118 2 uniform n egyenruha Do you like the new school uniform?
9,1 118 2 reception n fogadtatás, 

fogadás
The audience gave her an enthusiastic reception.

9,1 118 2 fix v megszerel I've fixed your bike – it's working now.
9,1 118 3 collapse v összeomlik Many buildings collapsed during the earthquake.
9,1 118 3 receptionist n portás, recepciós Ask the receptionist to let me know when our visitors 

arrive.
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9,1 118 3 pump n pumpa, szivattyú There's a small pump in the pond to keep air flowing 
through the water.

9,1 118 3 spill v kiönt, kiloccsant I spilled coffee on my shirt.

9,1 118 3 spring into action specialitás, 
sajátosság539

The fire fighters sprang into action when the alarm went 
off.

9,1 118 3 evaluate v értékel Teachers meet regularly to evaluate students' progress.
9,1 118 3 peer pressure n társak nyomása Teenagers often start smoking because of peer pressure.

9,1 119 5 policy n politika, 
külpolitika

She works as a foreign policy adviser to the US 
government.

9,1 120 11 To sum up összefoglalva To sum up, we have decided to give you the job.
9,2 121 3 annoyed adj bosszús Are you annoyed with me just because I'm a bit late?
9,2 121 3 annoying adj bosszantó He has an annoying habit of interrupting me.
9,2 121 3 frightened adj ijedt Don't be frightened. I won't hurt you.
9,2 121 3 frightening adj ijesztő The tropical storm was a frightening experience for the 

tourists.
9,2 121 3 excited adj izgatott The kids are getting really excited about the trip to 

Disneyland.
9,2 121 3 exciting adj izgalmas Scientists think they have made an exciting discovery in 

their research on cancer.
9,2 121 5 exhausted adj fáradt, kimerült I was still exhausted from the race, and fell asleep straight 

away.
9,2 121 5 exhausting adj fárasztó, kimerítő We've had a long and exhausting journey right across the 

country.
9,2 121 5 depressed adj depressziós, 

rosszkedvű
She felt lonely and depressed when her visitors went 
home.

9,2 121 5 depressing adj elszomorító It's a depressing book – don't read it if you're already 
feeling sad!

9,2 121 5 confused adj zavart He was totally confused by her strange answer to his 
question.

9,2 121 5 confusing adj zavarba ejtő It's all very confusing – I don't know what it means.
9,2 122 7 engineer n mérnök He trained as a civil engineer, and now he builds bridges 

and roads.
9,2 122 7 whereupon conj ami után One of them called the other a liar, whereupon a fight 

broke out.
9,2 122 7 ground n föld She was lying asleep on the ground in the shade of the 

tree.
9,3 124 2 blind adj vak She's almost blind in her right eye.
9,3 124 2 revolve around v forog, kering 

valami körül
Her whole life revolved around her children till she was 45.

9,3 124 2 open up avenues új utakat nyit 
meg

When the kids left home it opened up new avenues for her 
energy.

9,3 124 2 audition n meghallgatás, 
próbajáték

I've got an audition for the Bournemouth Symphony 
Orchestra on Friday.

9,3 124 2 childcare n gyerektartás People earning low wages will find it difficult to pay for 
childcare.

9,3 124 2 profession n hivatás, 
foglalkozás

I spent most of my life in the teaching profession.

9,3 126 10 persuade v meggyőz John was trying to persuade me to stay, but I wouldn't.
9,3 126 10 delegate v kiküld, megbíz You can delegate some of he tasks to your assistants.
9,3 126 10 prioritise v rangsort állít They let me prioritise my own work and that means I have 

more responsibility.
9,3 126 10 accurately adv pontosan I can't accurately calculate how long it will take.
9,3 126 10 irregular hours rendhagyó 

időbeosztás
He works irregular hours – sometimes 9 to 5, sometimes 6 
till 3 or 12 till 10.

9,3 126 10 presentation n előadás, 
bemutatás

Find out all you can about pumps, and then give a 
presentation to the other directors.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 restroom n (Amer E) WC Where are the ladies' restrooms?

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 mall n (Amer E) üzletközpont The mail doesn't arrive till after 10 o'clock.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 gas n (Amer E) üzemanyag I filled up with gas about 20 miles after I left Denver.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 high school n (Amer E) középiskola She went straight into her father's company after she left 
high school.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 round trip n, adj 
(Amer E)

körutazás A round trip ticket is only a little more expensive than a 
one-way ticket.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 fries n (Amer E) hasábburgonya Do you want fries with your cheeseburger?

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 soccer n (Amer E) futball Soccer is not as popular as American football, but the US 
team is in the World Cup.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 check n csekk Will you take a check? I don't have enough cash.
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Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 cell phone n (Amer E) mobil telefon If you can't get me at home, ring my cell phone number.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 freeway n (Amer E) autópálya The freeway in Los Angeles is like a giant car park when 
it's busy.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 apartment n (Amer E) lakás She rents an apartment on the third floor.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 vacation n (Amer E) szünidő We spent our vacation on the beach in Hawaii.

Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 chips n (Brit E) hasábburgonya This place serves the best fish and chips for miles.
Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 motorway n (Brit E) autópálya The food at most motorway services is awful.
Unit 9: Vocabulary 127 2 secondary school n (Brit E) középiskola After she leaves secondary school at 18, she wants to go 

to university.
Unit 9: Communication 128 2 currently adv jelenleg There are no jobs currently available, but please enquire 

again next month.
Unit 9: Communication 128 2 graphic designer n grafikus We have two graphic designers working on your 

advertisement at the moment.
Unit 9: Communication 128 2 dynamic adj dinamikus, 

lendületes
Alan Sugar is a dynamic businessman who has made a lot 
of money.

Unit 9: Communication 128 2 motivated adj motivált, 
ösztönzött

The students are all highly motivated to do well.

Unit 9: Communication 128 2 primary (school) n általános iskola I went to primary school till I was 11 and then moved on to 
grammar school.

Unit 9: Communication 128 2 consistently adv következetesen He consistently gets good marks in Art and French.
Unit 9: Communication 128 2 promotions campaign n reklámozási 

hadjárat
We want you to work on the promotions campaign for the 
new car.

Unit 9: Tapescript: Recording 2 175 Sp3 aggressive adj agresszív That dog looks aggressive enough to bite you if you go 
near him.

Unit 9: Tapescript: Recording 6 175 sp4 pain in the neck púp a háton His constant complaints get to be a bit of a pain in the 
neck after a while.

Unit 10: Lead-in 131 1 lose  v veszít I lost my way among the back streets of the little town.
Unit 10: Lead-in 131 1 forget v elfelejt I'm sorry, I've forgotten your name.
Unit 10: Lead-in 131 1 remind someone to felhívja a 

figyelmét 
valakinek 
valamire

Will you remind me to buy a card for Martin's birthday?

Unit 10: Lead-in 131 1 remind someone of emlékeztet 
valakit valamire

That woman reminds of Kathy Bates, the actress.

Unit 10: Lead-in 131 1 poppy n pipacs Poppies always grow in ground that has been recently 
disturbed.

Unit 10: Lead-in 131 1 bench n pad We sat on a park bench to eat our sandwiches.
Unit 10: Lead-in 131 1 remember n emlékszik She suddenly remembered that she had an appointment at 

4 o'clock.
Unit 10: Lead-in 131 1 in memory of emlékül This tree was planted in memory of my late father.
Unit 10: Lead-in 131 1 miss (someone) v hiányol valakit I really miss him – he was such good fun!
10,1 132 2 unconscious adj eszméletlen She was found alive but unconscious.
10,1 132 2 regain consciousness visszanyeri az 

eszméletét
It could be several hours before he regains 
consciousness.

10,1 132 2 document n irat, 
dokumentum

This is a legal document giving the house to his son.

10,1 132 2 lose one's memory elveszíti az 
emlékezetét

As he got older he started to lose his memory.

10,1 132 2 despite prep  valaminek 
ellenére

She loved him despite the way he treated her.

10,1 132 2 investigation n nyomozás This is a murder investigation – you will answer my 
questions!

10,1 132 2 television appeal n felhívás 
televízión 
keresztül

The girl's parents made a television appeal for information 
about her disappearance.

10,1 132 2 identify v azonosít She was unable to identify her attacker.
10,1 132 2 senseless adj értelmetlen It's senseless to keep trying to do something when you 

know it's impossible.
10,1 132 2 find out phr v kitalál Has anyone bothered to find out how much all this is going 

to cost?
10,1 134 10 see in the dark lát a sötétben People say that eating carrots helps you to see in the dark.

10,1 134 10 see the future látja a jövőt If I could see the future, I'd win lots of money on the 
lottery!

10,1 134 10 invisible adj láthatatlan They've invented a plane that's invisible to enemy radar.
10,1 134 10 read someone's thoughts olvas a 

gondolataiban 
valakinek

She knows me so well that sometimes I think she can read 
my thoughts.

10,1 134 11 woods n erdő There are deer and wild horses in these woods.
10,1 134 11 queer adj bizarr There's something queer about the shape of this plant.
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10,1 134 11 harness n hám, lószerszám Do you know how to put a saddle and harness on a horse?

10,1 134 11 shake n megrázás He gave the bottle a shake, and the top flew off!
10,1 134 11 sweep n suhintás, söprés She indicated the fields with a sweep of her arm.

10,1 134 11 downy adj pelyhes, puha He smoothed the downy hair on the baby's head.
10,1 134 11 flake n pikkely, réteg, 

pihe
The paint was coming off the door in big flakes.

10,1 134 11 deep adj mély The water's not very deep – only a few millimetres.
10,2 135 3 encourage v bátorít We actively encourage all the children to contribute to 

school life.
10,2 135 3 brave adj bátor She was very brave, and didn't cry when she had to go to 

the dentist.
10,2 135 3 talented adj tehetséges He's a talented musician who plays both piano and violin.

10,2 135 3 dedicate one's life to valaminek 
szenteli az életét

She became a nun and dedicated her life to the church.

10,2 135 3 determined adj elszánt She was determined to start her own business.
10,2 135 3 brilliant adj kiváló There was brilliant sunshine streaming through the 

window.
10,2 135 3 be involved in részt vesz 

valamiben
Thirty cars were involved in the motorway smash.

10,2 135 3 inspire v ihletet ad, 
inspirál

She inspired many young people to take up the sport.

10,2 136 6 fashion empire n divat birodalom She left her fashion empire in a healthy state for her two 
sons.

10,2 136 6 influential adj befolyásos He has some very influential friends high up in the 
government.

10,2 137 10 (fashion) collection n (divat) kollekció This dress is part of Dior's summer collection.
10,3 138 3 fire someone elbocsát Sending them a text message is a terrible way to fire 

someone.
10,3 138 3 staff n személyzet Lisa's the only female member of staff.
10,3 138 4 retain v megtart, megőriz, 

visszatart
He wants to retain control of the business.

10,3 138 4 security card n belépő kártya, 
biztonsági kártya

Show your security card to the person at the front desk.

10,3 138 4 What's going on Mi folyik itt? We've heard so many different stories that we don't know 
what's going on.

10,3 138 4 conference n értekezlet, 
konferencia

She's attending an international conference on the 
environment.

10,3 138 4 come up with phr v előáll, javasol Is that the best excuse you can come up with?
10,3 150 4 amicable adj barátságos It was an amicable divorce, and they stayed friends 

afterwards.
10,3 150 4 split up phr v szakít, szétválik Steve's parents split up when he was four.
10,3 150 4 call off phr v lefúj, lemond The trip to Italy might be called off because we can't afford 

it.
10,3 150 4 go through phr v keresztül megy When you're going through a crisis, it often helps to talk to 

someone.
10,3 150 4 execute v kivégez The prisoner was executed at midnight on 27th February.

10,3 150 4 put up with phr v elvisel valamit She couldn't put up with his violent temper any longer.
10,3 150 4 insensitive adj érzéketlen Sometimes he can be insensitive, and doesn't seem to 

care about other people's feelings.
10,3 140 11 dawn n hajnal We were up at dawn to catch the early train.
10,3 140 11 lonesome adj magányos Beth is lonesome without the children.
10,3 140 11 let someone down phr v átejt, becsap, 

cserben hagy
I'll definitely be there on time – I won't let you down.

10,3 140 11 play around phr v flörtöl, 
elszórakozik

Wasn't she playing around with another man?

Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 1 drum n dob Jason plays the drums in a rock band.
Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 1 olive n olíva People say that olive oil is good for your heart.
Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 1 stream n patak These little mountain streams become rivers in the winter.

Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 2 burn v éget We can burn all this rubbish.
Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 3 see v lát Can you see that car over there?
Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 3 look at néz I can tell you what card you're holding without looking at it.

Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 3 watch v néz Watch me, I'll show you how it's done.
Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 3 listen to hallgat If you record the programme you'll be able to listen to it 

later.
Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 3 hear v hall Can you hear that noise?
Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 3 touch v megérint Don't touch the paint – it's wet!
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Unit 10: Vocabulary 141 3 hold v tart She held the baby in her arms.
Unit 10: Communication 142 1 precious adj értékes We cannot afford to waste precious time.
Unit 10: Tapescript: Recording 3 176 1 missionary n hittérítő, 

misszionárius
His parents did missionary work in China in the 1960s.

Unit 10: Tapescript: Recording 3 176 2 radiation n sugárzás After the bomb was dropped they suffered radiation 
sickness.

Unit 10: Tapescript: Recording 3 176 4 overcome v legyőz, úrrá lesz I'm trying to overcome my fear of flying.

Film Bank 1 151 2 extract n szemelvény They showed an extract from the film, and it looked really 
good!

Film Bank 1 151 4 play a trick ugrat valakit They played a trick on me because it was April Fools' Day.

Film Bank 2 152 2 symbol n szimbólum, 
jelkép

It carries a symbol showing that the product is fire 
resistant.

Film Bank 2 152 2 election n választás He won the election for President.
Film Bank 2 152 2 eclipse n elhalványulás, 

fogyatkozás
There will be an eclipse of the sun at 2 o'clock this 
afternoon.

Film Bank 2 152 2 division n elválasztás The teacher made us practise the division of words into 
syllables.

Film Bank 2 152 2 democratically elected demokratikusan 
választották meg

Mandela is the democratically elected President of South 
Africa.

Film Bank 2 152 2 destroy v elpusztít, 
lerombol

The building was completely destroyed by fire.

Film Bank 2 152 2 structure n szerkezet They want to bring down the whole structure of western 
democracy.

Film Bank 2 152 2 ray (of light) n (fény) sugár A ray of light from the sun shone through the dark clouds.

Film Bank 2 152 2 temperature n hőmérséklet Check the temperature of the water before you bath the 
baby.

Film Bank 2 152 2 universe n univerzum, 
világegyetem

This theory says that everything in the universe came from 
one explosion.

Film Bank 2 152 2 reconciliation n kibékülés, 
megbékélés

Her ex-husband had always hoped for a reconciliation.

Film Bank 2 152 2 liberated adj felszabadított The islands were liberated from foreign rule at the end of 
the war.

Film Bank 2 152 2 territory n terület The soldiers travelled deep into enemy territory.
Film Bank 2 152 3 once-in-a-lifetime adj egyszer egy 

életben
It was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to sing in front of 
millions of people.

Film Bank 2 152 3 encounter n találkozás He got the job after a chance encounter with a famous 
actor.

Film Bank 4 154 2 occasion of the year az év eseménye Her wedding was the social occasion of the year.
Film Bank 4 154 2 generous adj nagylelkű Billy was extraordinarily generous to his friends.
Film Bank 4 154 2 accomplish v befejez, teljesít, 

végrehajt
The new government has accomplished a great deal.

Film Bank 4 154 2 supervise v ellenőriz, 
felügyel

The chief engineer supervises all the construction work.

Film Bank 4 154 2 bullion n rúd (arany) Three million pounds in gold bullion was stolen in the 
robbery.

Film Bank 4 154 2 refinery n finomító There's been an explosion at an oil refinery on the east 
coast.

Film Bank 4 154 4 jockey n zsoké Jockeys have to watch what they eat so that they stay the 
same weight.

Film Bank 4 154 4 donate v adakozik Our school donated £500 to the Red Cross.
Film Bank 5 155 4 (film) trailer n film előzetes They show trailers for other programmes during the 

commercial breaks.
Film Bank 5 155 5 mention v említ Your name was mentioned in the book.
Film Bank 7 157 2 gown n köpeny University students wear special hats and gowns when 

they graduate.
Film Bank 7 157 2 career prospects n karrier kilátások Your career prospects will be much better once you get a 

degree.
Film Bank 7 157 2 punt n ladik They hired a punt and set off down the river.
Film Bank 8 158 title cradle n bölcső Athens was the cradle of western democracy.
Film Bank 8 158 title grave n sír We visited my grandfather's grave in the military cemetery.

Film Bank 9 159 2 process n folyamat The process of learning a language can be a long one.
Film Bank 9 159 2 mental tool szellemi eszköz A mnemonic is a type of mental tool to help you remember 

something.
Film Bank 9 159 3 innovative adj újító She has an innovative approach to language teaching.
Film Bank 9 160 2 crippled adj lebénult, 

lerokkant
He was crippled in a car accident, and has to use a 
wheelchair to get around.

Film Bank 9 160 2 self portrait n önarckép Van Gogh painted a self portrait after he cut off his own 
ear.
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Film Bank 9 160 2 boycott n bojkott They are trying to organize a boycott of the company's 
restaurants.

Film Bank 9 160 2 protest v tiltakozik The students are protesting against the war.
Film Bank 9 160 2 segregation n elkülönítés, 

szegregáció
Racial segregation is now illegal in South Africa.

Film Bank 9 160 2 civil rights n emberi jogok Martin Luther King was a famous civil rights leader in the 
USA.

Film Bank 9 160 2 foster home n nevelő otthon He was put in a foster home when his parents were killed 
in a plane crash.
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